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1. Connect the HD5 to your HDMI port on your TV.
2. Plug type C power cable to HD5 and connect the
Power Supply and to AC outlet.
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Pairing the BT-400 to the HD5 and other
BT devices

BuzzTV Smart Remote App
HD5

You can pair your HD5 to the BT-400 remote in 2 ways.
1. Depress the reset button (shown in Section 2) this will put the
HD5 into the BT pairing screen and walk you through the pairing
process like you did when you originally set up your HD5.
2. To add other BT accessories go into settings click on BT and click
add accessory , this will put the HD5 into BT pairing mode.
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NOTE¹: Requires BT-400 and an enabled device. The
remote must be BT paired to the device
NOTE²: If you are not using TV source pair, do not enable max audio
on device
(Found in Buzz utilities under Volume control)
From the App you will be able to control:
Auto source pair your TV to the BT-400
This allows the user to have BT-400 control the TVs Power button,
Volume up and down, the TV input source. Click on the tab in the
app and the app will walk you through the set up.
Control the BT-400 Backlight
Program your backlight On or Off. Click on the tab and it will take
you to the setting inside the device, select remote and you will see
the toggle choice. (This feature is off by default for greater battery
life)

You may have lost BT pairing, press reset and attempt to repair
Remote after checking batteries are Ok.
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